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Dudao X14PROT wired in-ear headphones (white)
Enhance your music listening experience with our state-of-the-art Dudao in-ear headphones. They excel in Hi-Fi audio level sound, and
what's more, they exhibit a wide frequency range. What's more, thanks to their well-thought-out design, they will be comfortable to use
even during long journeys. 
 
Crystal sound quality
Taste music like never before with the Dudao X14PROT dock headphones. The 14.2mm speaker offers remarkable frequency response
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. You'll hear every nuance and detail in your favorite tunes, whether it's deep bass or higher notes.
 
Hassle-free compatibility
Get rid of compatibility problems. With an independent decoding chip, the headphones are highly compatible and work seamlessly with
99% of mobile devices. With Dudao, you can enjoy almost unlimited freedom! 
 
Comfortable and Durable
The  ergonomic  design  provides  a  comfortable  fit,  allowing  you  to  wear  the  headphones  for  extended  periods  of  time  without  feeling
uncomfortable.  The  1.2-meter  TPE  material  cable  is  not  only  durable,  but  also  tangle-resistant,  making  them ideal  for  use  on  the  go.
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Starting today, you can always have them with you and enjoy your favorite music wherever you are. 
 
Easy control
With a built-in call and volume control button, you have full control at your fingertips. Effortlessly adjust the volume, pause or start music
playback, and even answer calls.  You don't have to pull  out your phone every time anymore -  these headphones give you convenient
control.
 
	Producer 
	Dudao
	Model
	X14PROT
	Color 
	White 
	Material 
	TPE
	Cable length 
	1,2 m 
	Speaker
	Φ14.2mm
	Sensitivity
	107 ±3dB
	Frequency response
	20Hz-20kHz
	Impedance
	32Ω
	Connector
	Type C

Preço:

€ 4.50
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